vive health innovation

CORETECH 807 Thumb Splint
SUP2040/SUP2041
HCPCS: L3807/L3809

Immobilizing the thumb in a neutral
position. the Coretech 807 thumb splint
provides pain-relieving support for
sprains. strains and scaphoid injuries.
The spica splint includes a rigid
aluminum splint that is removable for
greater flexibility and two malleable
splints for customizable support.
Lightweight and breathable. the thumb
brace is constructed with a soft
polyester blend and a memory foam
lining for exceptional comfort with four
adjustable fastener straps to provide
therapeutic compression and a secure
fit. The splint also allows the fingers to
move freely to easily complete daily
tasks. encouraging a better rate of
patient compliance.

Specifications
What's Included:
- 1 pc. Wrist support (L or R)
Colors:
- Black with blue interior
Sizes:
- XS- XL
Materials:
- Nylon

- pp

- Metal
- Aluminum
- Sponge
- PU
- Velvet
- Polyester
- Cotton
- Latex free
Care Instructions:
- Spot clean, do not machine
wash or dry. Keep dry.
Sizing Information: XS 4.5- 5.5 in.
- S 5.5- 6.6 in.
- M 6.5- 7.5 in.
- L 7.5- 8.5 in.
- XL Over 8.5 in.
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Immobilizing Support

Flexible Side Splints

Limiting movement of the thumb, the
thumb brace includes one rigid splint
that is removable when more
flexibility is needed.

Providing customizable support, the
thumb brace includes two malleable
side splints.

Breathable Design

Adjustable Fit

Constructed with a lightweight fabric
blend, the padded thumb brace
features ventilation holes for
breathability and comfort.

Each strap is easily adjustable for
a personalized fit.
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